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Brunswick and the Golden Age of Silent Movies

W

prominent citizens. Fascinated by seeing themselves and their friends
on screen, the townspeople watched the silent movie over and over,
paying ten to fifteen cents each time. After splitting the profits with
the city and the local theater, Norman turned the film over to the city.

In every town, Norman advertised for residents to audition. Using
local talent rather than professional actors guaranteed the success
of his venture. Norman also ensured that starring roles were given to

Norman never crossed over from silent films to “talkies.” His studio
still stands in the historic Arlington district of Jacksonville. In 2014,
a segment of PBS’s Antiques Roadshow featured the studio and
encouraged towns where The Wrecker was filmed to search their
archives for copies of the movie, as well as still photographs associated with the production. Norman made the movie, using three
different titles, with both all white and all African American casts.

hen pioneer filmmaker Richard E. Norman of Jacksonville, Florida, acquired stock footage of a dramatic train
wreck, he came up with an ingenious scheme. Starting in 1916, he travelled to as many as forty towns in the Midwest
and South, including Brunswick, to shoot a film entitled The Wrecker,
using the train wreck footage and the same screenplay in each location. The movie told the story of a love triangle and the competition
between two railway companies for an important mail contract.

A collection of five photographs donated
to the Coastal Georgia Historical
Society in 1966 documents the 1916
production of The Wrecker filmed in
Brunswick. The photograph shown here
identifies the local talent as (left to right)
Chief of Police Philip Burgess, William
McKinnon, and Katherine Stiles.
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